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Proposed January 2020 Service Changes

Public Hearing
Overview

- Minor service changes proposed for January 2020
- Mostly schedule changes to improve reliability
- Two minor route adjustments
MetroRail

- Resume Saturday service
  - Service from Leander to Downtown
MetroExpress

- **Minor Schedule Adjustments**
  - Running time adjustments to improve on-time performance
  - Adjustments to reduce overcrowding
  - Remove temporary Saturday service on Routes 980 and 985

- **Minor Routing Adjustment**
  - Route 980 North MoPac Express would permanently serve Howard Station
High-Frequency Network & Local Routes

• **Minor Schedule Adjustments**
  • Running time adjustments to improve on-time performance
  • Additional trips to reduce overcrowding (High-Frequency Route Network)
  • Start E-Bus (Routes 410, 411, & 412) later to match service to demand

• **Minor Routing Adjustment**
  • Route 20 Manor Road/Riverside permanently serve LBJ/LASA
Local Routes – Resume Regular Route

• Route 337 Koenig / Colony Park
  • Due to US Hwy 183 construction, the Loyola bridge crossing US Hwy 183 was closed for approximately 18 months
  • Resume regular routing between Crystal Brook and Springdale along Loyola
  • Add school trips serving LBJ/LASA High School
Outreach

- Customer outreach at specific stops
- Access Advisory Committee
- Customer Satisfaction Advisory Committee
- Public Hearing
THANK YOU!
Approved Route 337

- In the approved Cap Remap implementation:
  - Route 337 operated along Loyola Ln from Decker Lane to Northeast Drive.
  - Route 20 ends south of US Hwy 183.
Routes on Detour

- Due to US Hwy 183 construction, the Loyola bridge crossing US Hwy 183 is closed for approximately 18 months.
- Routes 20 and 337 are placed on detour with the implementation of Cap Remap in June 2018.
- Bridge re-opens in August 2019.
Resume Regular Routing

- Operators have asked for Route 337 to resume regular routing.

- Short-Range Planning recommends Route 337 resume its approved routing in January 2020.

- Implement school trips serving LBJ/LASA.

- Route 20 will continue its detoured routing to provide the neighborhood with all-day, all-week frequent service.